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INTRODUCTION 

 „COMPETITORS MINING‟ is based on the intension to find out the leading competitors of a product 

or an organization. Due to the rapid development and relative maturity of the organizations and the products, 

the data and information become extraordinarily abundant nowadays. In the paper, it defines mining 

competitive information such as finding similar products of a given entity which have the same features as 

„competitor mining‟ problems. Traditional search engines solve this problem partially, but they need browse 

thousands of related pages to find useful information manually. Some services are available to help people get 

this competitive information of a given product. [1] However, they are designed to serve for a limited domain 

and furthermore their services are based on a manually-built database. So, that here it uses the Co-Miner 

algorithm to mine the competitors on the bases of the competitor‟s entity, competitor‟s domain, competitor‟s 

strength which can be managed by the web. The comparability here is defined as the probability in which the 

two entities are discussed together by web users. In the competitive Domain Mining part, the Co-Miner extracts 
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ABSTRACT 

 In this competitive world, every company need to identify their competitor‟s .Thus 

mining of competitors from the web is a complex task and this is fretful with the problem of 

mining competitors from the web mechanically. Nowadays, the violent competition in the 

market demands every company to know not only which companies are its main competitors 

but also in which domains the company‟s rivals compete with it and what its competitors‟ asset 

and advantage is in a specific competitive domain. The job of competitor mining that includes 

mining of all the data such as competitors, competing domains, and competitors‟ strength. A 

novel algorithm called Co-Miner is proposed, which attempts to conduct a web-scale mining in 

independent manner of a domain. By using the Co-Miners algorithm the process of finding the 

competitors becomes more easily effective and faster. 

Key words: Competitors, Web-scale mining, Co-Miner algorithm. 
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the competitive domain in which the given entity and its Competitors play against each other by mining the 

salient phrase from a set of web phrase [11]. A prototype system implementing the Co-Miner algorithm, the 

main features of the prototype system include: 

 

1. A list of the competitors. The set of competitors are ranked according to comparability. The page 

describing each competitor is supplied too. 

2. A set of comparable features or competitive (fields) domains about the pair of the given entity (e.g. 

Sony) and its competitor (e.g. Microsoft). The features/domains are represented by a set of terms. 

  

• The main objective of is to effective mining or extracting of competitors of a particular profession. 

• To find the competitors in a particular domain. 

• To find the competitors strength and ranking under over all match count. 

 

The Competitor Discovery 

 The Co-Miner extracts a set of comparative candidates of the input entity by predefined smaller 

patterns, and then ranks them according to the comparability. Comparability here is defined as the probability in 

which the two entities are discussed together by web users.  

 

Candidate extraction 

 It defines a set of linguistic patterns for getting the pages which may contain information of competitors 

and for extracting candidate‟s competitor. The first 3 kinds of patterns have been used by Hearst to identify is-a 

relationship between the concepts referred by two terms. [3] However, the two terms are usually the 

competitors. The last 2 patterns are often used to compare two entities. EN refers to Entity Name and CN refers 

to Competitor Name. 

 

Competitive Domain Mining  

 The Co-Miner extracts the competitive domain in which the given entity and its competitors play 

against each other by mining the salient phrase from a set of web phrase [1] .The competitive domain are more 

likely to be salient phrase in data set, we improved the existing salient phrase raking method by adding new 

features for extracting domains. We denote the current phrase as p, and the collection of returned results for the 

pair of the given entity and one of its competitors as C(e,ci) where e represents the given entity and ci is 

denoted as one of its competitor. 

 

1. PF: phrase frequency general the more frequent phrase was more likely to be better candidates of a 

salient phrase. 

 

 

 

 

2. DF: the document frequency, where D represents the frequency calculation. 

 

 

 

 

3. PL: Phrase Length. Intuitively, a longer name is more meaningful for users‟ browsing. 

 

 

 

PF = Freq(p) 

DF = D(p) 

PL = length(p) 
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4. Average Distance: It is calculated as the distance between the phrase and the given entity or its 

competitors. L() is calculation for minimal distance between two phrase. Dj is the j th document.  C(p, e, 

ci) represents the documents where p occurs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Identifying the List of Competitors & Competitive Domains 

2) Extraction of Entity & Key Phrase 

3) Competitor Ranking 
 

a. Computation of Match Count 

b. Computation of Mutual Information 

c. Computation of  Candidate  Confidence  & Modelling of Ranking 

4) Filtering of Synonyms & Domain Names 

5) Competitive Evidence Mining 

  

 Identifying the List of Competitors & Competitive Domains 
 The objective of this step is to extract and then to rank the competitors of the given entity from a set of 

pages returned by the search engine. 

Web Redundancy 

 Although on the web there are lots of varied expressions that indicate the comparative relationships 

between the given entity and its competitors, it needs only a few common patterns to extract candidates from 

the web pages. In other words, the entities distributed in the infinite domains can be extracted with the use of 

finite kinds of patterns. 

 

Extraction of Entity & Key Phrase 

To extract the competitive domains for different pairs of competitors, it need to acquire a better 

understanding of the complicated distribution of competitive domains since varied domains rarely share 

common patterns. The pages that contain both the given entity and its competitor names often talk about their 

competitive domains. The phrase referring to the competitive domain also is a salient phrase in the data set. By 

querying the search engine with each pair of names including both the given entity and its competitor, a set of 

pages describing their relationship can be obtained.  

Competitor Ranking 

 It is first send the query containing both the query entity and a competitor name to the search engine. 

Here top 100 returned results as our data set for extracting competitive domains are used. After collecting the 

pages, it use an NLP tool to parse the results and get a list of noun phrases as the candidate list for extracting 

domain names. To find meaningful domain names and perform an accurate ranking of the candidates, it 

improves the existing salient phrase ranking methods in other applications by adding new features. e.g., phrase 

frequency, document frequency and average distance.  

 

Filtering of Synonyms & Domain Names 

The need is to select one from them as our final result to the user. The objective of this step is to extract 

the competitive domain for each pair of the given entity and its competitor, e.g., to identify the competitive 

                     

AD     =   ∑               L(p, e) + L(p, ci) 

           dj€C(p,e,ci)      2 × D(p) 
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domain between Microsoft and Sony. To extract the competitive domains for different pairs of competitors, it 

need to acquire a better understanding of the complicated distribution of competitive domains since varied 

domains rarely share common patterns. 

Competitive Evidence Mining 
 To have a better understanding of competitors, in this step, it mine the detailed competitive evidences 

from the gathered descriptions. It is recalled that competitive evidence is defined as a sentence that contains 

competitive information. 

 

EXISTING SYSTEM  

 To survive in such a competitive world, it is quite necessary for a company to have a complete 

understanding of its competitors‟ status [1]. A Fortune 500 company survey showed that 55 % make use of 

competitive information in composing a business strategy.  For example, a thorough speculation must have 

been made when Microsoft strategically decided to step into a new field-electrical entertainment THE world is 

becoming flat, and the competition is becoming more and more scorching in various.  The speculation should 

include at least who is the leader in the field and what is the leader‟s key to success. On the other hand, 

comparing with similar products that have the same features such as price, function, and quality is also quite 

necessary to the consumers who are about to purchase a certain commodity. [4] 
 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

1) With the rapid development and its relative maturity, the modern it becomes a sensor of the real world 

and records the real world from many aspects every day. As a result, it contains all kinds of comparable 

information and provides an ideal platform to conduct competitor mining.  

2) For a given entity, one can submit a query representing the entity, and the search engine will return a set 

of related web pages. The competitor information might be obtained via browsing through the related pages. 

Furthermore, it is also hard for the method to specify the competing field and to summarize the opinions of 

all identified competitive evidences. 

3) There are also some services available to help people get the competitive information of a given product. 

It sites like Amazon have already provided product comparison services such as publishing the prices and 

customer reviews. These sites, however, are designed to serve for a limited domain, and their services are 

based on manually built databases. 

 PROPOSED SYSTEM  

 

The task of competitor mining that it address in the paper includes mining all the information such as 

competitors, competing domains, and competitors‟ strength. A novel algorithm called Co- Miner is proposed, 

which tries to conduct a web-scale mining in a domain independent manner.  

 

  Co -Miner algorithm consists of three parts [11]: 

 

        1) Given an input entity, extracting a set of comparative candidates and then ranking them according to 

comparability, 

       2) Extracting the domains in which the given entity and its competitors play against each other, and  

       3) Identifying and summarizing the competitive evidence that details the competitors‟ strength. [11] 
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 Although there are lots of varied expressions that indicate the relative associations between the given 

entity and its competitors, it needs only a few common patterns to extract candidates from web pages [4]. In 

other words, the entities distributed in the infinite domains can be extracted with the use of finite kinds of 

patterns. To extract the competitor names for a given entity, it defines a set of smaller patterns for acquiring the 

pages that may contain information about competitors. For extracting competitors, it sent a series of queries 

constructed from the entity name and predefined patterns. It propose to compute, 

 

A. Computation of Match Count:  

 

 A candidate‟s match count is calculated as the number of times it is extracted from the result set by our 

predefined patterns. Intuitively, the more times the candidate is matched [1]. In the following, competitor and 

the given entity are denoted as C and E respectively. 

 

                     

 

 

Counts(c,e) means the hits of all predefined patterns. 

B .Computation of Mutual Information:  

The point wise mutual information is often used to measure the co-occurrence between two terms. Here, 

it was used as a feature to measure the comparability between the given entity and its competitor since the more 

frequently they co-occur, the more related they are to each other. 

 

 

 

 

 The point-wise mutual information (PMI) is often used to measure the co-occurrence between two 

terms. Hits represent the result returned by the search engine. 
 

C. Computation of Candidate Confidence & Modeling of Ranking: 

 There may be some common words in our candidate list, such as company or web, which may be 

improperly extracted owing to either the informal expression on web pages or the lack of recognition 

compatibility of our defined patterns toward complicated natural language [8]. In all such cases, these words 

usually appear with a low match count but high frequency in a data set. Thus it uses CC to recognize these 

words.  

 

  

 The candidate‟s confidence (CC) is used to avoid the common word like „company” and “web” to 

appear in our final result. These words occur with low matched counts and high appearance counts. f(ci) 

represents frequency of ci in our data set .Given   features above, we use a single formula to calculate a single 

confidence score (CS) for each competitor. 

   MC(c, e):=∑ count(c, e, p)                                           

                    p€P 

PMI (ci|e) = hits(e, ci)/hits(e) 

 

CC(ci) = MC(ci)/f(ci) 
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  Based on these values it calculates Confidence Score (CS). To extract the competitive domains for 

different pairs of competitors, it need to acquire a better understanding of the complicated distribution of 

competitive domains since varied domains rarely share common patterns. It is first send the query containing 

both the query entity and a competitor name to the search engine. Then, it uses the top 100 returned results as 

our data set for extracting competitive domains. After collecting the pages, this process uses an NLP tool to 

parse the results and get a list of noun phrases as the candidate list for extracting domain names. The 

experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is highly effective. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Mining competitive information has attracted a great amount of attentions in recent years. It is not only 

useful for a company to analyse its rivals in the domains it engaged in but also helpful for a common user to 

select the right commodity among various choices. In this paper, we address a new problem of mining 

competitors from the general Web automatically. The main contributions are the observation of competitors, 

competitive domain, and competitive evidence distribution in the unrestricted WWW. The novel algorithm Co-

Miner performs effectively by mine competitor‟s information from the web. Thus it shows that the proposed 

algorithm is highly effective and efficient. 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

In future work, there is a plan to evaluate Co-Miner in more domains and improve the Co-Miner to mine 

more competitive information from the Web. The system has been designed flexibly according to the current 

requirement of the user. As the information requirements may still increase further in the near future. Future 

developments can be attempted & can be integrated with the existing one very easily. Thus it can implement to 

get more effective and efficient systems that will use a new demine for effective rival mining. 
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